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The Re!ceptivity to Housing
Programs in the Rural sOuthl
Gladys SheIton and Kenneth Gniber
Rosuing Ruwad, C.H. Maon AgriarlnarJ F(ICI~&V,
N o d Cadha
A&T Sate Uni-ily, G m m w h , N o d Cmr,lina 27421
ABSTRACT Adequate and affordable housing continues to be a serious problem
in many rural areas of the Southern United States. This problem has been
exacerbated by several major events in the past two decades, including the
"population turnaround" in the 1970%,which increased the demand for housing
as the number of people living in rural areas increased. The housing affordability
crisis then resulted from a spiraling rise in housing costs greater than household
annual income and a reduction in federal spending for housing programs. The
combined effect of these events suggests local communities must now look more
to state level initiatives and to themselves to provide necessary funding and action
to address housing needs. Seven hundred and eighty-six "housing actors"
(governing officials, housing intemediariea, and housing leaders) from four
communities in each of seven Southern states completed a mail survey (modified
TDM) on their receptiveness towards existing housing programs and future
housing initiatives. The results show that more traditional programs received
greater support than those requiring new types of local funding or action. The
results also suggest that more and better information transfer about housing
programs could aid these housing actors in their evaluation of housing initiatives.

Introdrrction=housing problems and responsibilities in rural meas
The focus of the paper is on the receptivity of rural housing actors
to current federal and state housing programs and to future housing
policy initiatives that could provide affordable housing. Lack of
adequate and affordable housing is a serious problem in most rural
areas of the United States, especially in the Southern Region. It is also
the case that substandard housing is more concentrated and more
prevalent in rural areas than in the nation as a whole. Since 1970, onethird of all the nation's substandard housing has been located in rural
areas, yet rural housing has accounted for only a quarter of the total
occupied housing. Unfortunately, the situation appears to be worsen-

'
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ing. Recent statistics show that over two million substandard housing
units were located in rural areas in 1981, compared to the national
total of 5.1 million (Lerman, 1986).
Moreover, the outlook for improving housing in rural areas has
dramatically changed due to several factors within the past two
decades. "Population turnaround" is one factor influencing the need to
assess the housing situation in rural communities. The term is
commonly used to describe the dramatic change in rural population
growth during a population redistribution period that emerged in the
1970s (Ballard & Fuguitt, 1985; Clifford, Heaton, Lichter & Fuguitt,
1983; McGranahan, 1984; Dillman, 1979). The recent rise in housing
costs relative to household income have made "affordability" the most
common problem associated with housing. And, although the singlefamily home continues to reign as the "American Dream," its
attainment has become less of a reality for an increasing number of
households. Coinciding with the rise in the costs of housing has been
that Federal funding for housing has decreased substantially. Between
1980 and 1989 federal funds for housing were cut from $27.6 billion
to 12.4 billion (Richman, 1989). Since 1974, federal housing legislation has redirected housing responsibilities to state and local governments. The passage of the 1974 Housing and Community Development
Act and the subsequent series of the Act set new directions for the
Nation's housing policy. The transfer of decision-making responsibilities from specialized quasi-autonomous agencies to local governments
was required by one important aspect of the 1974 Act-the Housing
Assistance Plan (HAP). This plan required that all participating
jurisdictions 1) survey the conditions of their existing housing stock,
2) determine the extent and character of present housing needs and
estimate the housing needs of those persons 'expected to reside' in the
jurisdiction, and 3) establish a realistic annual goal of the amount and
kind of housing assistance to be provided (Hays, 1985).

Ihe role of rural communities in housing
While the 1974 Act initiated state and local involvement in
housing, a later act, the Housing and Urban-Rural Recovery Act of
1983, authorized drastic reductions in federal spending, especially
programs focused on housing assistance for low income households
(Schussheim, 1984). Therefore, local municipalities not only found
themselves with new responsibilities for housing but also with very
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limited financial support, thereby further taxing the limited capabilities
of nual municipalities.
Important to this new role for rural communities is the increasing
trend for local governments to coordinate management of all functions
affecting housing and to link direct housing initiatives with the entire
municipal structure: taxes, capital budget, operating budgets and
municipal services. This local public role in housing burdens local
governments to develop new relationships with private institutions,
nonprofit organizations, and citizen groups that perform important
housing tasks (Nenno & Brophy, 1982).
Another added responsibility to local governments' new role in
housing is the professional capability of public employees and the
development of more sophisticated systems to monitor and evaluate
housing progress (Nenno & Brophy, 1982). Unfortunately, small town
government budgets have difficulty in supporting the professional staff
necessary to plan, apply for, and conduct programs of housing and
community development assistance. Local officials often serve only
part-time and may be inexperienced in community development
strategies.
Sokolow (1984) found in a study of small municipalities that most
rural local governments cannot afford to hire consultants or full-time
professionals to solve local problems and instead rely on their
members of planning and other municipal or governing boards. In his
study, Sokolow (1984) found that rural municipalities frequently had
to rely on the community for solutions to problems that might have
been better addressed by outside expertise. The 'generalist' knowledge
and experience of part-time citizen officeholders were inadequate to
deal with problems demanding more sophisticated forms of expertise.
Still another problem being encountered by rural governments in
the complexities of addressing housing problems is the provision of
necessary community services. A prerequisite to housing development
is the provision of basic community services such as roads, water and
sewer facilities, and other supporting services. Rural areas typically
lack sufficient resources to provide for expansion and development of
these basic community services. Clark (1983) noted that rural water
and wastewater problems prevent construction of new housing, lock up
buildable lands, require larger building sites, impact residential user
rates for services or place extra burdens on low-valuation of residential
property. Clark (1983) also has noted that topography, lack of program
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knowledge, and limited government capacity in rural areas inhibits
development of these basic community services.
Adding to the problems of providing affordable housing, Angotti
(1986) noted that on the local level, financing for low-income housing
is limited and further restricts local governments capacity for addressing housing problems. For example, local governments can encourage
inclusionary zoning and declare themselves in favor of low-income
housing, but in reality they usually do not have the revenue base that
would allow them to make a major commitment.
Compounding the housing problem, rural areas often have weak
housing delivery systems which are too small in size to meet the needs
of the rural poor. Rural areas also often have a lack or absence of
necessary actors for an active housing industry, i.e., builders,
developers, architects, commercial lending institutions, and saving and
loans (Clark, 1983). The lack of housing actor resources i s critical to
the three tools Kravitz and Collings (1986) identify as necessary for
solving rural housing problems: 1) credit, 2) building industry
capacity, and 3) political organization.
The housing delivery process in rural areas, while often considered
weak, includes those persons directly involved in the preparation,
production, distribution, and servicing of housing (Kaiser Committee,
1%8), as well as local advocates for housing. The growing body of
literature on community decision-making power and social action
demonstrates the following: 1) social power is present and exercised
in patterned ways in all social systems, including communities, 2)
certain individuals play key roles in the exercise of community
leadership, 3) only a very small percentage of the citizens of a
community become actively involved in the decision-making process,
and 4) successful community action depends, in large measure, upon
finding and involving the key community leaders (Nix,. 1976).
According to Williams, Sofranko, and Root (1977), numerous case
studies demonstrate that community initiatives, local leadership,
organization, and planning are instrumental in revitalizing cornmunities.
The resource deficiencies noted above clearly interfere with the
ability of communities to address issues of substandard housing, level
of poverty, and minority housing conditions (Clark, 1983). Yet the
quantity and quality of housing in a community is a major contributor
towards healthy economic growth. "Not only is housing a major part
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of the local tax base, it is also a necessary ingredient in the social and
economic well-being of the population" (Levy, 1987).
Nationally, only a few states and local communities have responded to the federal cutbacks with programs that assist with existing needs
for affordable housing in their communities by initiating programs and
other activities. Although housing affordability is a complex issue to
address, options controlled by states and localities have been identified
that can contribute to the reduction in housing costs. Studies have
shown that housing costs can be reduced as much as 20% through
actions in four areas: 1) removing overly restrictive building and land
use regulations; 2) ensuring adequate supplies of affordable land for
building; 3) streamliningprocessing procedures that cause construction
delays; and 4) accepting home designs that reflect changing family size
and lifestyles (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
1985). Changes in these areas require those persons directly involved
in the preparation, production, distribution and servicing of housing in
local communities to be receptive to non-traditional types of housing
efforts, policies, and programs.
The success in the delivery of adequate and affordable housing in
most areas is the result of the actions of the local community through
its elected and appointed governing bodies (boards, councils and
commissions),housing intermediaries (lenders, regulators and builders)
and housing leaders (individuals not necessarily in a housing related
profession that have made outstanding contributions to housing). The
actions and attitudes of these groups take many forms, such as the
following: 1) willingness to seek and accept available programs that
build or rehabilitate units for rural and low-income households and 2)
allowing the introduction of new technology in the form of building
code reforms andlor modular or double-wide construction techniques.
Conversely, the failure to provide adequate housing in other communities may be linked to the actionslinactions of these same
groups/individuals when they fail to allow these opportunities. In rural
areas where housing market activities are very limited, the success in
delivery of adequate and affordable housing is a significant accomplishment.
To assess past and current success in the delivery of adequate and
affordable housing, information about those involved in the housing
delivery process and decision-making positions is needed so that an
increased understanding can be attained. An examination of these
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housing actors' receptiveness to support continued funding of existing
housing programs and future housing initiatives that require local
involvement can help determine and further explain community
decision-making and actions as they relate to the successful delivery of
adequate and affordable housing in rural communities.
The purpose of this paper was to examine housing actors' support
for 1) the continued funding of existing housing related programs and
activities and 2) future housing initiatives that would require local
funding or special efforts to implement (an indication of the receptivity
of rural communities to adequate and affordable housing programs).

Sample
The sample of 786 housing actors surveyed was selected from 28
communities representing seven southern states participating in the
regional project: Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Virginia. Respondent samples were drawn
from four communities in each state. These communities were selected
from an initial sampling frame of all non-Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA) small towns with populations between 2,500 and 10,000. In
addition, incorporated non-MSA county seats with populations between
1,000 and 2,500 were included if they were in non-MSA counties that
did not have a town with a population of 2,500 to 10,000. Communities that were atypical such as resort or retirement areas were excluded
from the sampling pool.
Final selection of the 28 sample communities was based on the
application of two criteria: 1) population size and 2) level of housing
programlactivity diversity. The population size criterion was applied
by dividing the communities within a state into high and low population communities based on a median split of the communities' 1980
Census populations. The housing programlactivity diversity criterion
was based on a survey of representatives from each community
(Extension Unit Chairman, Farmers Home Administrator, mayor or
town manager, a planner, a lender, and a realtor) regarding the
existence of housing types, programs, and practices in the community
(Tremblay, Beamish, & Sweaney, 1987). The survey results were used
to create a housing diversity index with which the communities were
then ranked. Using the median as the dividing point, communities were
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then classified as high or low on the housing diversity criterion.
Application of the two selection criteria produced a four-cell matrix of
communities for each state. From this matrix, one community was
selected from each of the four quadrants. Further consideration given
to final selection of communities included matching high and low
population communities with respect to geographic location, industrial
base, and transportation access.
Within each of the study communities, business leaders, professionals, and public officials having involvement with housing in the
community were identified for inclusion in the respondent sample.
Local telephone directories and other community resources were used
to make this identification process as comprehensive and exhaustive as
possible. In addition, housing leaders were identified through use of
a two-wave nomination process (Powers, 1965) that began with six
housing officials and professionals who participated in the Housing
Practices Survey described earlier (Tremblay, Beamish, & Sweaney,
1987). Identified respondents were mailed a survey asking them about
the housing and housing programs and practices in their communities.
The mail survey procedure used a modified version of Dillman's
(1978) Total Design Method (TDM).
Of 1804 surveys delivered between November 1987 and January
1988, a total of 786 usable surveys were returned. A more complete
description of the sample methodology and data collection procedures
is reported in the forthcoming Southern Cooperative Series Bulletin
"Affordable Housing in the Rural South: Methodological Issues."

Respondents
Three types of respondents were identified and surveyed: 1) 579
housing intermediaries, 2) 116housing leaders, and 3) 101 respondents
who were both a housing intermediary and a housing leader. Preliminary analysis showed no significant differences between the responses
of the three groups, and therefore were treated as one group throughout the study and referred to as housing actors.
Housing actors in this study were a very homogeneous sample
consisting primarily of white males in the employable age range
between 35 and 64 years of age who were highly educated, employed
full-time, married, and with annual household incomes of more than
$25,000. The respondents were experienced in housing and had
considerable work experience in their respective communities. The
Published by eGrove, 1991
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majority of the housing actors lived in the communities represented in
the study. Of those who did not, one-half lived within the same county
as the study community.

Data analysis
Three question sets were used to measure "personal receptiveness"
toward support of continued funding of housing related programs and
activities. These included 1) loans and grants for programs supporting
housing related initiatives, 2) rental assistance for low income
households, and 3) homeowners' assistance programs. The personal
receptiveness of respondents to the introduction of housing initiatives
that required local funding of housing activities for the specific
purpose of providing affordable housing was elicited by another
question set. The four question sets were factor analyzed (principal
components factor analysis with varimax rotation) to determine if the
resulting items in each set were related enough to be considered as
four single composite variables (factors). The factor analysis indicated
five factors (5 item sets). Consequently, composite variables were
created by computing a mean score for each item set. Composite
scores were not computed if a respondent answered fewer than half the
questions comprising a question set.'

The percent of respondents who supported each of the current
housing policies or future housing initiatives included in the five
question sets are presented in Table 1A and Table lB.3 Table 1A
presents respondents' support for the continued funding of loans and
grants for individual and community programs and shows, with the
exception of support for "community water and sewer systems,"
"weatherization programs, " and "fuel assistance for low income, " that
fewer than half the respondents expressed support for continued
funding for the programs listed. Only "community water and sewer

Standardized Chmnbach's Alpha was used to aasess the reliability of the item &a. A copy
of the questions included in each item set is available from the authors.

Those respondents who scored either a "4"or s "5"on a 5-point Likert-type scale that
ranged from "not wrpportive at all' to "very wrpporcive' were considered wrpportive.
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Table IA. Housing actors' support of housing programs and activities*
NOT SUPPORTIVE
AT ALL

VERY

SUPPORYIVE

I

2

3

4

5

N

%

%

%

I

%

760
763
765
768
761
758
764
767

23.6
13.2
8.1
2.1
9.5
7.0
4.5
5.6

25.0
19.1
16.3
4.0
15.2
15.0
11.6
14.1

29.1
37.4
32.4
18.4
31.7
35.9
25.4
30.1

13.7
20.6
26.0
32.7
25.5
26.5
30.4
27.0

8.7
9.7
17.1
42.8
18.1
15.6
28.1
23.2

Section 8 Vouchem
Section 8 Rental Rojecte
Public Hwsing Asnietrnce
Public Housing Modernization
Construction of Rental Units

721
719
750
748
752

11.5
12.4
9.2
8.4
12.6

20.8
19.6
16.4
15.9
18.9

36.2
37.4
38.5
38.1
32.3

19.1
19.3
21.7
24.5
21.3

12.3
11.3
14.1
13.1
14.9

Homeowner Assisfrmce
Low Inter- Mortgage Programs
Self-help Rograme
Mortgage Insurance Program
Veteran'r Insurance Program

762
746
752
752

5.8
6.2
4.1
2.8

10.2
12.7
9.0
9.6

23.2
26.4
28.5
25.5

38.9
29.0
33.1
32.7

31.9
25.7
25.3
29.4

PO-

AND PROORAMS

Lorm and

Grrmtr For Housing
and C2mmwdry Dcwlopment

Solar Retrofitting
Special Groups
Housing Rehabilitation
Community Water and Sewer
Site Development
Adaptive Reuse
Weatherization
Fuel Asnistance

Rmrol Assistrmce fir
tow Income Households

Percentages are rounded off and may not equal 100%.

systems" received positive endorsement by a substantial majority (over
three-fourths) of the respondents.
Table 1A also presents respondents' support for continued funding
of programs that provide rental assistance for low income households,
which indicates that only slightly more than one-third were favorable
towards any rental assistance for low income groups. Table 1A further
shows respondents' support for homeowners' assistance programs, for
which over half the respondents gave their endorsement for each of the
four programs listed.
Table 1B presents respondents' support for local funding for lowincome and special groups housing and support for land use control
modifications that promote affordable housing. For only one funding
initiative for low-income or special groups housing, "code enforcement
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Table IB. Housing actor's support of initiatives for affordable housing*
VERY
SUPR)Rrn

I

2
%

I

4
%

%

F d g f b r LowInconu/
Spcdal Groups Housins+*
Bond Referendum to W
Support
for
b l i l Local757
Housing
Rehabiit.tion
Loan
ousing
Income
or Special
Groups
Special Taxes
or Grant
(Elderly, Disabled, Frogram

16.2

19.7

34.3

17.2

12.5

760

30.7

25.3

26.3

11.4

6.3

qua1
Specific
elderly,
other
ofgroups
the
Affecfor d i bof
with
l e d ,tpeci.1 housing
Reduction
for
Developing
for
Low-Income
andlor
the Special
Placement
etc.)
ManuDeclining
habilitation
Efforts
ng
and Siteof
ve
Housins
Aorp Special
pReducing
m
pNeighbohoods
r iGnwps
ating
hHousing
for
Development
Co&
factured
Housing
odeTax
Enfmement
and
Budget
758
20.1

26.5

31.1

14.9

7.4

1

N

POUClES AND PROORAMS

to

F'rogram

3

5

Low

FVqm
Low-off and may
E l i t i o Pemntages
n
aremrounded

Iocome

Modified or Perminaive
759

7.8

9.7

31.2

33.5

7.81

755

11.8

12.5

27.3

29.4

9.11

753

10.9

16.1

38.5

22.4

2.11

756

29.9

20.9

30.2

9.3

9.8

in
Crdi

Group
Suppofl of Lond Use ~ n o l
Modr$icatim hat Pmnote
flomkble Housing
the

Zoning
Purpoee

or
Zoning

not

**

the

100%.

and

nwdr.

and rehabilitation efforts," did more than 40% of the respondents
express their support. About one-third were in favor of bond referendums that would increase revenues, but less than a third indicated
being in favor of increases in taxes, or the introduction of special
taxes, or changes in budget appropriations of tax money for low
income housing initiatives.
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Table 1B presents respondents' support for land use control
modifications that would increase the availability of low or reduced
cost housing. The results show only about a third of respondents
favored modified zoning that would reduce housing and site development costs, and less than a fifth endorsed zoning action that would
increase or permit manufactured housing placements.

Housing involvement phase
Most respondents described their involvement in housing as career,
profession or occupation. However, other respondents described
themselves as being in appointed, non-paying positions (boards and
commissions) and volunteer work (i.e., housing leaders). In this study,
the 27 types of housing involvement recorded were categorized
according to the four phases of the Housing Delivery Process (Kaiser
Committee, 1968). See Appendix A for the number and percentages
of respondents in each category.
Results of an analysisaf-varianceprocedure used with comparisons
of four categories of "program/actionsn (respondents' composite
ratings of their receptiveness to support existing housing programs and
housing initiatives) by "four involvement roles" with housing in their
communities are presented in Table 2. Significant differences (p <
.05) were found for "loans and grants for housing and community
development, " "homeowners' assistance," and "land use control
modifications that promote affordable housing. " Based on the post hoc
test, the Duncan Multiple Range Test, analysis of mean receptiveness
ratings for both "loans and grants for housing and community
development" and "homeowners' assistance" indicate that respondents
involved in "distribution" and respondents involved in the "preparation" of housing were significantly more receptive of these programslactivities than respondents involved in the "production" phase.
Post hoc analysis of the "support of land use control modifications that
promote affordable housing" show that respondents involved in the
"distribution" of housing were significantly more receptive towards
"land use controls that promote affordable housing" than were
respondents involved in either the "preparation" or the "production"
phase.
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Table 2. Receptiveness towards housing and community programs and
initiatives by type of involvement*
mvOi.mENTnm
rnARArnN

PRoDuclloN

DLsI'umrnN

SERm

SWNI-

N

PROORAM1ACIX)NS

MEAN

Loam and Grants 128 3.41.
for Housing and
Community
Development

N

MEAN

N

MEAN

N

MEAN

PICANCE

292 3 . 2 1 ~ 153 3.40~

86 3.34

0.0305

2% 2.88

155 3.00

89 2.90

NS

2% 2.69b

157 2.9fb

89 2.90

0.0249

for Low-Incorn
Houeeholds

Funding f a L o w

131 2.93

Sup* of Land 131 2.72.
Uw Control Modificatiom that Promote
Affordable Housing

Special groups include the elderly, the dierbled, and other groups with rrpecil housing needs.

** For each pmgcamlactivity, mans with the name letter beaide them (a's or b's) arc
a i g n i f i d y different from each other @ < -05) b a d on the Runcan Multiple Range Teat.

Housing professionals versus public oflcials
For an additional comparison, the housing actors were categorized
into respondents with housing related jobs or occupations (housing
professionals) and respondents holding a public office (public officials). The purpose of this comparison was to see if differences existed
among housing actors whose jobs were housing related and housing
actors in public office with housing involvement responsibilities.
The comparison of the subgroups on the four composite "programlaction" variables are presented in Table 3. The results show
significant differences on "rental assistance" and "loans and grants for
housing and community development." Public officials report greater
support for these programs/actions than their housing professional
counterparts.
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Tabk 3. Receptiveness towardsprograms and actions that support or promote
affordable housing by involvement type
mvoLVLMENTc4lFmr

PROGRAMIACIIONS

HO-0
PROFESSIONALS
MEAN
N

PUBLIC

OFFlClALS
N
MEAN SKiNIFK:ANCE

Loam and Grants for Housing
a d Community Development

492

3.27

167

3.44

0.0004

Rental Assistance for Lowh o m e Households

475

2.97

158

3.29

0.0150

Homeownen' Assistance

495

3.62

168

3.74

NS

502

2.82

171

2.70

NS

Fundii for Or Income/
Special Groups*
Support of Laod Use Control
Modifications that Romote
Affordable Housing

* Special groups include elderly, the disabled, and other groups with special housing d

s .

Elected versus appointed public oflcials
For additional comparisons, public officials were further divided
into "appointed" and "elected" public official subgroups to determine
if there were differences in the support for existing housing programs
and housing initiatives (programlactions) according to whether a
housing actor was a politician ("elected") or an appointed public
servant ("appointed").
The comparison on the five composite variables (items from the 5
factors) are presented in Table 4. The results show that significant
differences were obtained on "funding for low incomelspecial group
housing" and "support of land use control modifications that promote
affordable housing" with "appointed" public officials reporting greater
support for these housing programslactivities than their "elected"
counterparts.
Slammy a d discussion

The intent of this study was to examine the amount of support that
exists in Southern rural communities for current housing programs and
potential housing initiatives that would address the provision of
adequate and affordable housing. In general, the support for both
current and future housing programs was lower than expected. The
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Table 4. Receptiveness towardsprograms and actions that support or promote
affordable housing by public official type
PvnLK-m

PROORAM/ACXlONS

N

MWN

APPOINTED
N
M E A N S K i m C e

Loam .nd Gram for Housing

68

3.41

99

3.45

NS

71

2.50

100

2.84

.0240

ELECTED

ud Community Development
Rental h i - e
for
Low-Income Households
Funding for Low
Income/Spocul Groups*
Support of h n d urn Control
Modificatiom that Promote
Affordable Housing
+

Special groups include the elderly, the disebled, and other groups with ~pecialhousing needs.

results of our study clearly indicate that in the rural communities
surveyed, individuals whose jobs and occupations are housing-related
do not hold generally favorable opinions regarding the programs and
actions studied.
With respect to existing housing programs, the exceptions included
support for 1) "loans and grants for community water and sewer
system," 2) "loans and grants for weatherization programs," and 3)
"fuel assistance for low-income households." These more traditional
community oriented programs were supported by more housing actors
than were programs designed for special groups or non-traditional
housing.
None of the programs related to rental assistance for low-income
households received substantial support. The federal government has
been a major provider for low income housing in the past. This is a
new responsibility for rural communities and one that may require
housing actors to gain a better understanding of the impacts of poor
housing on the well-being of its citizens and to make a commitment to
this need.
The home owner assistance programs received the greatest support
from the respondents with more than one-half indicating support for all
four homeownership related programs. Once again, this type of
response reflects that housing actors were inclined to express greater
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support for more traditional programs than for those requiring new
types of local funding or action.
Housing actors' receptiveness to support housing policy initiatives
relative to funding for housing assistance was also basically low.
However, support for future efforts to fund code enforcement and
rehabilitation activities was nearly twice as great as support for most
other types of monetary initiatives proposed. Housing actors did not
endorse future activities for land use control modifications that would
increase the availability of low or reduced cost housing, including
manufactured (mobile) homes. In all instances, questions concerning
manufactured homes were poorly received by housing actors. Overall,
while receptiveness to most housing programs was slightly unfavorable
to moderately favorable, "appointed" public officials and those who
were involved in the "distribution" and "preparation" phases of
housing delivery were more likely to be supportive of housing
programs and actions than their "elected" public official and "production" phase counterparts.
The receptiveness ratings indicate that among housing actors in the
selected rural communities, few housinglcommunity development
policies, funding, financing, assistance, and land use control initiatives
were endorsed as important programs and actions for their communities. In particular, these individuals hold unfavorable opinions about
programs aiding the most needy (i.e., low income) and about funding
initiatives if such initiatives involvetaxes. This finding further supports
Honadles's (1983) characterization of officials in rural areas as being
resistant to innovations and change.
It will be the role of policymakers and educators to change key
rural housing actors' attitudes towards needed rural housing program
reform and action. The challenge is to demonstrate that individual
housing need is a community problem deserving a community solution
and that it is both a responsible and cost-efficient action to use
community resources for providing adequate and affordable housing
for all residents.
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Appendix A: Respondent occupation by phase in housing delivery process
N

INVOLVEMENT

I

Appraiser
Architect
Engineer
Real Estate Developer
Code Official
Planning Official
Zoning Official
Other Public Official
MayorICouncil Member
Housing Authority Bmrd Member
Planning Commisrion Member
Zoning Appeals Board Member
Other Elected Official
TOTAL

Production Phrse
Builder or Contractor
Subcontractor
Building Materials DistributorIRetailer
Farmem Home Administration
Lender
TOTAL
Private Lender
TOTAL

Distlibudm k

c
Mobile Home Dealer
Red h t e BrokerISaleeman
Housing Authority
Extension Agent
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